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Kanto region japan

The area surrounding Tokyo, in north-central Honshu. Home for most major cities of Japan. The cultural, political, economic heart of Japan. Kanto has many popular and spectacular festivals all year round. Tokyo Tower and Mt. Fuji Kanto Region is located in the north-central region of the main island of
Honshu. The area includes seven prefectures of Chiba, Gunma, Ibaraki, Kanagawa, Saitama, Tochigi and Tokyo. Chiba, Kanagawa and Tokyo have access to the Pacific coast; other prefectures are inland. The area has a slightly more temperate climate than Kansai and Kyushu in the south. The weather
in the larger Tokyo area is generally cooler and less humid than Osaka and Kyoto in the summer. Winters can be cold, but snow in Tokyo is a rare occurrence. Daibutsu The Great Buddha Statue in Kamakura, Japan. The 13-meter bronze statue was built in 1252 The history of the Kanto area is
dominated by the creation of the shogunal capital first in Kamakura and later under the Tokugawa regime in Edo (Tokyo). In the 17th to 19th centuries Edo grew into a metropolis of great size and wealth and for a time during this period was by far the largest city in the world. The capital of Tokyo and the
cities of Yokohama, Chiba, Kawasaki and Saitama form a huge urbanized and industrially developed area larger than any similar agglomeration on earth. The main cities of Kanto and interesting places are: Tokyo, the seat of the government and the center of the Japanese economy. Tokyo is the heart of
the nation's popular and traditional culture, a world leader in art, architecture, entertainment, food, fashion, film and music. Tokyo also offers interesting temples and shrines, gardens, parks, museums and a wide range of bars, restaurants, shops and cinemas. Like London and New York, Tokyo has it all.
Experience not to be missed. Yokohama, the main port, cosmopolitan city and historic gateway to the world when Japan opened up to foreign trade in the late nineteenth century. Kamakura, a pleasant seaside town full of temples and shrines, which was once the political center of Japan in the XII and XIII
centuries. Hakone, a popular mountain and onsen (hot spring) escape from Tokyo. Nikko, located in the hills of Tochigi Prefecture north of Tokyo and famous for its sophisticated shrines and the Shogun Tokugawa Ieyasu mausoleum - a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Tsukuba, the Japanese City of
Science and the headquarters of the Japanese Space Agency. Kashima, located in Ibaraki Prefecture and the home of Kashima Jingu shrine. Kawasaki is an industrial city located between Tokyo and Yokohama. House of the Kanamara Fallic Festival. Saitama, Japan's fastest growing prefecture, is
largely urbanized, but with areas of natural beauty. Kawagoe, a historic city with historic department store and gourmet cuisine, is just 40 km from Tokyo. The main Kanto AccessAir airports in Japan are Narita International Airport and Tokyo International Airport (commonly known as Haneda Airport) with
international to many places around Beijing and Seoul in East Asia and direct flights to many cities in Europe, North and South America, Africa and Oceania. Haneda Airport is in Tokyo itself is more convenient than distant Narita. Ferry There are many ferry services operating to and from different ports in
Kanto.Tokyo Ferry Port (Ariake) to Naha in Okinawa, Tokushima in Shikoku and Fukuoka in KyushuYokosuka (Kurihama Port) to Oita (Kyushu)Oarai Port (Mito) to Tomakomai (Hokkaido) Shinkansen bullet trains at Tokyo Train Tokyo station is the main rail transport point for the whole of Japan. Osaka,



Nagoya, Kyoto, Shizuoka and Yokohama are joined from Tokyo by Tokaido shinkansen and Hiroshima, Fukuoka, Kobe, Himeji and Okayama via Sanyo shinkansen from Osaka. Joetsu shinkansen connects Tokyo with Niigata and Shinkansen Tohoku with Sendai, Morioka and Hachinohe. Tokyo is also a
nod to local express trains that connect the capital with other major Kanto cities. The main terminals are Tokyo Station, Ueno Station, Shinjuku Station and Asakusa Station. The Tokyo bus has highway buses to every major city in Japan, and even many small towns will have at least one bus connection
from Tokyo per day. Kanto MapKanto Map Book Hotel accommodation in Tokyo Japan Hotels in Tokyo - Booking.comHotels in Japan - Booking.comLuxury Hotels in Tokyo - Booking.comBudget Hotels in Tokyo - Booking.comHotels in Kamakura - Booking.com Tokyo Tours &amp; Experiences from
Japan ExperienceTokyo Sightseeing Night Tour in an Open-Top Bus Andon Ryokan with Adachi Fish Market Tour Komatsu Ryokan Sumo Show or Aizome Fabric Dyeing Ryokan Sawanoya Tokyo Yanesen Neighborhood Tour Sadachiyo Ryokan Kaiseki Lunch Bath &amp; Optional Geisha Show
Shinkansen Tickets From Tokyo to KyotoHotels in Tokyo - Booking.comHotels Japan - Booking.comSuchures of Hotels in Tokyo - Booking.comBudget Hotels in Tokyo - Booking.comHotels in Kamakura - Booking.com Tokyo Tours &amp; Experiences from Japan ExperienceTokyo Sightseeing Night Tour
in an Open-Top Bus Andon Ryokan with Adachi Fish Market Tour Komatsu Ryokan Sumo Show or A A Fabric Dyeing Ryokan Sawanoya Tokyo Yanesen Neighborhood Tour Sadachiyo Ryokan Kaiseki Lunch Bath &amp; Optional Geisha Show Shinkansen Tickets From Tokyo to Kyoto Rent A Pocket
Wi-Fi in Japan Rent A Pocket Wi-Fi in Japan Buy Japanese Card SIM , Restaurants and Clubs in Japan HereJapan Entertainment: bars, restaurants, clubs Book Guide on Japan East-Central Region in Japan consisting of 7 prefectures, including Tokyo. This article can be extended with text translated
from the corresponding japanese article. (October 2013) Click [show] for important translation instructions. View the machine-translated version of the Japanese article. Machine translation, such as DeepL or Google Translate, is a useful starting point for translations, but translators must correct errors if
necessary and confirm that the translation is accurate and not copying and pasting machine-translated text into English Wikipedia. Don't translate text that seems unbelievable or of poor quality. If possible, check the text with references in the article in a foreign language. In the editing summary that came
with the translation, provide an inter-language link to the translation source. A summary of model attribution editing in this edition is translated from an existing Japanese Wikipedia article at [[:i:関地⽅];; see his story to assign. You must also add the {{Translated|me|関来地⽅}} template to the chat page.
For more tips, see Wikipedia:Translation. This article requires additional citations for verification. Help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Uns out-of-commissioned materials may be challenged and removed. Find sources in Kantō Region News · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (December 2008) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) This article is about the Kanto region of Japan. See also Kanto. RegionCanto region 関来地⽅ Kanto region compared to the rest of JapanMap of areas in kanto region • Total area 32,423.90 km2 (12,518.94 m²)Population
(October 1, 2010) • Total42,607,376 • Density1,300/km2 (3,400/sqm)GDP (nominal; 2012)[1][2] • Total $2.5 trillion • Per capita 60,000Time zoneUTC+9 (JST) Kanto Region (関地⽅, Kantō-chihō is a geographical area of Honshu, japan's largest island. [3] In the common definition, the region covers the
Tokyo Area and includes seven prefectures: Gunma, Tochigi, Ibaraki, Saitama, Tokyo, Chiba and Kanagawa. Within its borders, just over 45 percent of the land area is the Kanto Plain. The rest consists of hills and mountains that form land borders. According to the official census of October 1, 2010,
according to the Japanese Statistical Office, The population 関 was 42,607,376地⽅,会[4] which accounted for about a third of Japan's total population. [5] In a police organization in Japan, the surveillance office of the National Police Agency for Kantō (関来管来警察局, Kantō kanku keisatsu-kyoku) is
responsible for the police prefectures of Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma, Saitama, Chiba, Kanagawa, Niigata, Yamanashi, Nagano and Shizuoka. Tokyo is not part of kantō or any npa region, its police have a special liaison office with its own national agency. The Kantō Regional Development Bureau (関来地⽅
整備局, Kantō chihō seibi-kyoku) of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism in the national government is responsible for eight prefectures in general (Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Yamanashi) and parts of the waterways in two others (Nagano and
Shizuoka). [8] Kanto Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry (関来経来産局, Kantō keizai-sangyō-kyoku) is responsible for eleven prefectures: Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Niigata, Yamanashi, Nagano and Shizuoka. The history of the heart of feudal power during the
Kamakura period and again during the Edo period, Kanto became the center of modern development. Within the Greater Tokyo area, and especially the Tokyo-Yokohama metropolitan area, Kanto houses not only the seat of the Government of Japan, but also the largest group of universities and cultural
institutions in the country, the largest population and a large industrial zone. Although most of the Kanto plain is used for residential, commercial or industrial construction, it is still cultivated. Rice is the main crop, although the zone around Tokyo and Yokohama has been developed to grow garden
products in the metropolitan market. [citation needed] The watershed moment in modern Japanese history took place at the end of the Taishō period: the great Kanto earthquake of 1923. The earthquake, which has taken more than 100,000 lives and devastated areas of Tokyo and Yokohama, occurred at
a time when Japan was still reeling from an economic recession in response to the Second World War. [source needed] Operation Coronet, part of Operation Downfall, the proposed Allied invasion of Japan during World War II, was to land on the Canton plain. Most U.S. military bases on Honshu Island
are located on the Kantō Plain. These include Naval Air Facility Atsugi, Yokota Air Base, Yokosuka Naval Base and Camp Zama. [citation needed] The name Kanto literally means East of the Barrier. The name Kanto is now commonly believed to be the east (%)Hakone checkpoint region (関所). Antonim
Kanto, West of the barrier means the Kansai region, which lies in the western part of Honshu and was the center of feudal Japan. [citation needed] After the great Kanto earthquake, many people in Kanto began to create art with different color variations. They made the art of earthquakes and small towns
symbolize the small towns destroyed in the earthquake. [citation needed] In the first pokémon games, Pokémon Red and Pokémon Blue or Pocket Monsters Red and Pocket Monsters Green, as it is known in Japan, the region that explores the player is called the Kanto region. Nikkō-Shirane Mountain, in
the Kantō region of the Northern and Southern Subdivisions関, divides it into North Kantō (Kita-Kantō), consisting of Ibaraki, Tochigi and Gunma prefectures, and South-Kantō (関来 Minami-Kantō), consisting of Saitama (sometimes classified north), [needed by whom?] Chiba, Metropolitan of Tokia
(sometimes sung), [needed source] and Kanagawa Prefecture. [citation needed] South Kantō is often considered synonymous with the Great Tokyo Area. As part of Japanese earthquake prediction attempts, an area roughly equivalent to South Kantō was The Observation by the Coordination Committee
on the Japanese House of Representatives divides it into the electorate of North Kantō (関来, Kita-Kantō), which consists of Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma and Saitama prefectures, the Tokyo electorate, and the Electorate of South Kantō (関来, Minami-Kantō), which consists of Chiba, Kanagawa and
Yashimana prefectures. (Note that Yamanashi is outside the Kantō region by orthodox definition.) Keirin's South Kantō () consists 関 Chiba, Kanagawa, and Shizuoki prefectures. East and West This division is not often, but sometimes used. East Kantō (関, Higashi-Kantō): Ibaraki, Tochigi and Chiba
Prefectures. West Kantō (Japanese関来, Nishi-Kantō): Gunma, Saitama, Tokyo, Kanagawa (and sometimes Yamanashi) prefecture. Inland and Coastal This division is sometimes used in economics and geography. You can modify a border if the topography is retrieved for prefecture boundaries. Inland
Kantō (関来来陸来, Kantō nairiku-bu): Tochigi Prefecture, Gunma, Saitama (and sometimes Yamanashi). Coastal Kantō (関来沿岸, Kantō engan-bu): Ibaraki Prefecture, Chiba, Tokyo and Kanagawa. Greater Kantō The Japanese government defines the National Capital Region (⾸圏, Shuto-ken) as the
Kantō region plus Yamanashi Prefecture. Japan's national public broadcaster NHK uses Kantō-kō-shin-etsu (関甲) with the participation of Yamanashi, Nagano and Niigata prefectures for regional programming and administration. Cities This section does not provide any sources. Help improve this
section by adding citations to reliable sources. Uns out-of-commissioned materials may be challenged and removed. (March 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The Kantō region is the most developed, urbanized and industrialized part of Japan. Tokyo and Yokohama form one
industrial complex with a concentration of light and heavy industry along the Gulf of Tokyo. Other major cities in the area include Kawasaki (Kanagawa Prefecture); Saitama (saitama prefecture); and Chiba (in Chiba Prefecture). Smaller cities, farther from the coast, house considerable light and
automotive industry. The average population density reached 1,192 people per square kilometer in 1991. The economy of the Kantō Region largely corresponds to the metropolitan area of Tokyo, except that it does not contain Yamanashi Prefecture. The Tokyo metropolitan area has the largest urban
economy in the world and is one of the major global trade and trade hubs along with New York, Los Angeles, Shanghai, Paris, Seoul and London. Greater Tokyo Area 2005 Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building 2005 Average Exchange Rate (US$1 = 110.22 Yen)[11] Gross Prefecture Product (in One
Billion Yen) Gross Prefecture Product (in US$billion) Tokyo 92,269,837 Kanagawa 31,184,284,28 2 Saitama 20,650 187 Chiba 19,917 180 Ibaraki 10,955 99 Tochigi 8,195 74 Gunma 7,550 68 Source[12] GDP (purchasing power parity) Tokyo Tower Agglomeration of Tokyo is the world's largest economy
Z the largest gross metropolitan product with purchasing power parity (PPP) in the world according to the PricewaterhouseCoopers survey. [13] Kanto Region Metropolitan Employment Area Year 2010 1995 1980 Persons employed 000's 16,234 16,381 12,000 7 60 Production (USD billion) 1 797 1 491
358 Production (billion USD) 216 476 159 Private Capital Stock (billion USD) 3,6 18 2,631,368 Social capital ($bn) 1,607 1,417 310 1 US dollars (Japanese yen) 87,780 94.060 226,741 Sources:[14] Exchange rates - OECD data population The population of the Kanto region is very similar to that of
tokyo[15][needed better source] besides that does not contain Yamanashi Prefecture and contains a rural population throughout the region. According to japanese census data[16] and[17] the population of the Kanto region has steadily increased, but the rate of population growth has slowed since the
beginning of 1992. In 2018, around 43.3 million people sat in the Kanto region. [18] Historical populationYearPop.±% 1920 11,127,000- 1930 13,773,000+23.8% 1940 16.86 6,000+22 18 241 000+8.2% 1960 23 003 000+26.1% 1970 29 496 000+28.1 02% 1980 34 896 000+18.3% 1990 38 542
000+10.4% 2000 40 433 711+4.9%042010 42,607,376+5.4% 2018 43,300,000+1.6% See also Japanese portal Tokyo Portal Geography japan Kantō dialect Kantō Fureai Trail, aka Capital Region Nature Trail , a collection of hiking trails encircling the entire Kantō region Notes Quotes ^ International GDP
comparison of Japan's prefectures : Tokyo's GDP is greater than in Indonesia?!. realestate.co.jp 13 August 2015 Archived from the original on May 1, 2018. Accessed February 3, 2017. ↑ Average annual rates. UKForex. Archived from the original on March 16, 2015. Accessed February 3, 2017. ^
Nussbaum, Louis-Frédéric. (2005), Kanto in the Encyclopedia of Japan, p. 478-479, p. 478, in Google Books ^ 政府統計の総窓⼝. E-stat.go.jp. Archived from the original on 4 October 2011 Accessed December 31, 2012. ^ Government of Saitama Prefecture: Kantō Regional Governors Association (in
Japanese) ^ Government of Chiba Prefecture: Kantō Regional Governors Association (in Japanese) ^ National Police Agency: Kantō Regional Police Surveillance Office, Jurisdiction (in Japanese) ^ MLIT: Kanto Regional Development Bureau (in Japanese) ^ METI: Kanto Bureau of Economy, Trade and
Industry, Organizational Review (in Japanese) ^ Avances en prevención de desastres sísmicos en Japón. Outline of the remedies for the Tōkai earthquake (Section B) Archived 2011-07-20 at Wayback Machine N Honda, published in March 1994, accessed 2011-03-25 ^ Annual average exchange rate.
Archived from the original on April 1, 2009. Accessed December 28, 2018. ^ 成1900経計算 Archived 2010-12-20 in Wayback Machine ^ City mayors review the world's richest cities in 2005. www.citymayors.com. Archived from the original on 18 September 2012 Accessed February 12, 2009. ^ Yoshitsugu
Kanemoto. Employment in metropolises (MEA) data. Center for Spatial Information, University of Tokyo. Archived from the original on May 2, 2019. Accessed June 21, 2016. ^ Tokyo MEA ^ Tokyo 1995-2020 population statistics ^ Kanto Region 1920-2000 population statistics ^ Kanto 2020 Sources
Nussbaum, Louis-Frédéric and Käthe Roth. (2005). Encyclopedia of Japan. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. ISBN 978-0-674-01753-5; OCLC 58053128 This article contains public domain material from the Library of Congress Country Studies document: Kanto. External Media links related to the
Kantō region in Wikimedia Commons Downloaded from
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